Marketing Software-as-a-Service Company Chooses Akamai for Application Access Behind the Firewall

Requirements

- Solution had to integrate with both Okta and Duo
- Needed a secure and streamlined process to access applications and tools behind the firewall
- Wanted an economical and simple solution

The Situation

A business services company that delivers a SaaS solution to marketers needed a more secure way to deliver its Jira and Wiki applications to users. Its engineering team also managed several applications that were behind the firewall that they needed to provide to users that should not have full network access. The team was also looking to replace some of their VPN functionality with a more secure alternative.

Road to a Solution

The IT team originally attended Akamai’s Edge user conference where they heard about Akamai’s new product, Enterprise Application Access. They were provided a trial to test four applications and after a week had no further technical questions on the product.

The Solution

The ease of use of Enterprise Application Access directly affected the implementation timeline. In less than 60 days, the IT team was up and running with their new solution. Enterprise Application Access solved their immediate application access concerns and also provided a much higher level of security than they originally thought possible.

With Enterprise Application Access, this business services company now provides access for 2,000 users to multiple applications behind the firewall without the users being on its network. The end result is a simple, secure solution that integrates seamlessly with its existing solutions.